Premier 8™ has one of the strongest block-to-grid connections in the SRW industry. Its gravel filled cores create vertical “stone columns” to create a multi-point interlock for a more uniform block-to-grid connection. This unique and patented block design is changing the SRW industry — its 54 lb. unit weight beats all other block systems for strength, performance, freight efficiencies and ease of construction.
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Premier 8’s unmatched connection capacity is shown here with competing 8” block systems.

Premier 8’s revolutionary block design makes it the most efficient 1 sq. ft. SRW block ever. It’s incredibly lightweight but capable of creating high performance retaining walls of any height. Its large, straight-through cores fill easily and quickly.

- 54 lb. each means less installer fatigue
- Easy to handle, builds very fast
- An unequaled 864 sq. ft. per truck load
- No cumbersome/expensive pins or clips
- 4 x 2” anchor bar creates an automatic 1” setback
- Incredible geogrid connection strength
- Straight or Colonial split face options
- Capable of tight radius turns

*Connection strength data sourced from individual manufacturers published data.

Available at:

325 Alliance Place NE
Rochester, MN 55906

toll free 888.288.4045
phone 507.529.2871
fax 507.529.2879
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